Dear NCAC:

As a (parent/local business owner/head of PTA/etc.), I would like to express my (strong) support for the Newport Community and Recreation Center Renovation and Revitalization Project.

This project is important to (me/my business/organization/community) specifically because (Explain reasons for support).

The Newport Community and Recreation Center is an integral and important part of the Village of Newport. This historic building has been a part of this community since built as a school house in the 1930s. Our community is in desperate need for programs that support education, culture, health/wellness, employment, and community pride. Since this facility is the only facility capable of housing these programs, its renovation and restoration is extremely important for our community.

I am extremely grateful for the opportunity that Giles County and the NCAC is providing with this initiative, and I again strongly recommend and support the renovation and revitalization of the community center, so that it can function as intended.

Sincerely yours,

(Signature)

(Name)